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Abstract—The research on 3D simulation technology for 
complex geological body according to geological and remote 
sensing data is a hot issue in current geosciences research 
field. The simulation and expression of coal mine structures 
containing faults are the main bottleneck. A new 3D 
interactive simulation modeling method is proposed and a 
relevant code is developed for the method. By using the 
system, the fault data can be gained from the coal stratum 
floor triangulated irregular network (TIN) interactively, 
and the 3D solid models of the fault are generated according 
to the results of computing the fault/coal seam intersection 
line, fault modeling centre lines and fault modeling 
influence domains. Moreover, the floor contours of coal 
stratum including faults can be updated quickly and 
accurately, which lay the foundation for precise modeling of  
coal body  and digital mine construction.  

Index Terms—3D fault simulation modeling, 
three-dimensional interactive, coal stratum floor, 
triangulated irregular network (TIN), remote sensing data 

I. INTRODUCTION 
With the development of visualization in scientific 

computing and the computer simulation technology of 
geological information, many researchers have pay 
attention to the 3D structure of complex geologic body in 
3D geosciences simulation, which gradually becomes a 
hot issue in the field of research and application of digital 
geology, mining , GIS and remote sensing method etc, 
where the simulation and expression of fault structures in 
geological body is the major bottleneck in 3D simulation 
technology of complex geologic body[1-8]. Currently, a 
number of domestic and foreign scholars have put forward 
some methods of 3D fault modeling recently. According 
to the data source, there are several modeling methods: 
modeling method based on borehole data [9], and modeling 
method with combination of wells and shock[10] . 
According to the different expressions of faults, there are 
modeling method based on wireframe model [11], and 3D 
interactive modeling method based on GTP [12] etc. 
However, many difficulties and shortcomings still exist in 
the application of these methods, mainly reflected in the 
following aspects: 

1. The methods flexibly adding the data of fault point 
are less elaborated, resulting in insufficient data for 
fault modeling, and the later work of interpretation 
and processing for fault will be very difficult.  

2. The methods mentioned above cannot 
mathematically describe and express the faults 
accurately because the relationship between faults 
and their spatial existing forms are completed and 

changeable, especially in the condition of complexity 
of fault system containing cross-cutting faults.  

3. The discontinuities of stratum caused by fault 
structure lead to the difficulties of interpolation, and 
manual modification will be cumbersome in the next 
processing of stratum, which is not suitable for 
automatic or semi-automatic modeling of computer. 

 

This paper proposes a 3D interactive fault modeling 
method in view of the above questions based on the coal 
stratum floor TIN to solve the key problems of data 
acquisition, 3D fault modeling and automatic contour 
drawing. 

II. BASIC PRINCIPLE OF 3D SIMULATION FAULT 
MODELING  

For the convenience of fault modeling, fault/coal 
stratum intersection line (FCSIL) is classified into two 
kinds. The one on the side of the handing wall is called 
upper fault/coal stratum intersection line (UFCSIL) and 
the other on the side of the footwall is called lower 
fault/coal stratum intersection line (LFCSIL). Meanwhile, 
two concepts containing "fault/coal stratum centerline" 
and "fault influence domain" are introduced and are 
defined as follows: 

Definition 1: The middle line between UFCSIL and 
LFCSIL is called fault/coal stratum centerline (FCSCL). 

Definition 2: The area composed of triangles of coal 
stratum floor TIN intersected or surrounded by FCSIL is 
called fault influence domain (FID). The boundary of FID 
is divided into upper/lower boundary of FID and referred 
to as upper/lower boundaries for short according to the 
dividing principle of FCSIL. 

As shown in Figure 1, three main modeling processes 
are included. They are generation of the coal stratum floor 
TIN, acquisition of fault data and fault modeling. 

III. GENERATION OF COAL STRATUM FLOOR TIN 
According to Delaunay criterion, coal stratum floor 

TIN is generated from the discrete points of coal stratum 
floor contours and then the borehole points on the coal 
stratum are inserted into the TIN. Because the continuous 
triangle generated by Delaunay criterion is unique, and 
has the empty-circle and the max-min angle 
characteristics, it can express complex surface accurately, 
and has the best terrain simulation effect [13,14]. The 
accurate fault points needed for 3D interactive process can 
be obtained on the basis of the coal stratum floor TIN. 
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Figure 1.  The process of fault modeling  

IV. 3D SIMULATION MODELING METHOD ACCORDING 
TO GEOLOGICAL AND REMOTE SENSING DATA  

In the practical production process of the coal mine, 
under the condition that the overall outline of faults in 
geological body is unknown, based on geological and 
remote sensing data, the 3D coordinates of fault points are 
obtained through the interactive picking on the coal floor 
TIN as shown in Figure 2. These data are directly used for 
modeling the fault which has very strong practicability by 
adding the geometry attributes of the fault points. The 
definition of data format of fault point is shown in Table 
1. 

In the method of obtaining fault point interactively, first 
the 2D coordinates of the fault points are transformed into 
the 2D coordinates x and y through the OpenGL matrix. 
According to the value of x and y, the triangular facet 
where the vertical projection of the point locates on the 
coal TIN is determined, and the elevation of the point is 
calculated by means of the coordinates of three vertices of 
the triangular facet!3D data sources is gained for 3D 
simulation modeling. The interactive picking up fault 
points is more convenient because the points on the 
triangular facet move with the moving of mouse in this 
obtaining process. 

V. MODELING THE FAULT 

A. Calculation of the FCSCL 
When all the fault points data of one fault have been 

stored in dynamic array f, the main algorithm of 
calculating the FCSCL can be described as follows: 

Step 1: cycling f, calculating the azimuth of the line 
between each fault point and the other fault points, 
calculating the absolute value of the difference between 
the maximum and minimum azimuth, and marking the 
fault point with the smallest absolute value as p1. 

Step 2: moving p1 to the empty dynamic array g from f, 
cycling the remaining points of f, finding the point nearest 
to p1 and marking it as p2 and moving it to g, then finding 
the point nearest to p2 from f, repeating the cycle above 
until no points remained in f. 

Step 3: cycling g, calculating the projection points 
coordinates on the coal stratum floor TIN for each fault 
point along the tendency angle and the dip angle, 
replacing the fault points coordinates with its projection 
points coordinates. 

 
Figure 2.  Picking up fault point interactively (The version is designed 

for Chinese)  

TABLE I.   
THE DEFINITION OF DATA FORMAT OF FAULT POINT 

Field 
name 

Data 
type Explanation 

FaultName 
PointID 
PointX 
PointY 
PointZ 
Qangle 
Xangle 
Luocha 
FaultType 
Extend 

Char 
Long 
Double 
Double 
Double 
Float 
Float 
Float 
Bool 
Char 

Fault name 
Ordinal number of point 
X-coordinate 
Y-coordinate 
Zcoordinate 
Fault dip 
Fault dip angle 
Fault fall value 
Fault type 
Fault extension. thickness 
etc. 

 
Step 4: assuming that there are n fault points in g and 

they are p1, p2…, pn-1, pn respectively, connecting points 
p2, p1 and pn-1, pn , inputting the length of extending line 
of segments p2p1 and pn-1pn, then calculating coordinates 
of the end points to get the tendency angle and dip angle 
of two endpoints. 

Step 5: calculating projection points coordinates of the 
end points on the coal stratum floor TIN along the 
tendency angle and dip angle. If the projection points does 
not exist, the extension line must have 2D intersection 
with coal stratum boundary, calculating x-coordinate and 
y-coordinate of intersection points and getting z 
-coordinate by elevation interpolation of two endpoints of 
the intersecting edges, then computing fall value by 

Fault data(borehole) 

Fault data(3D interactive) 

FCSI FID 

Partial 
triangulation 

3D fault model 

FCSCL 
Coal stratum floor TIN 
containing faults 

Integrated modeling for coal strata 

Equivalent point tracking 

FCSCL (contour map of the coal 
stratum floor) 

Coal stratum floor 
TIN 

Coal stratum floor contours 
containing faults 
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distance interpolation through the fall value of p2, p1 (or 
pn-1, pn). If the projection point exists, the fall value is 0. 

Step 6: inserting two endpoints calculated into the first 
and last of g respectively, and connecting all the points in 
g in sequence to obtain one FCSCL. 

B. Determination of the FCSIL and FID 
FID is determined by FCSIL, and the coordinates of 

points on FSCIL are computed by means of a series of 
fault points on FCSCL according to (1). 

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
2 1

2 1

X sin a h z /tan a x;

Y cos a h z /tan a y;

= ! " +#$
%

= ! " +$&

       (1) 

where x, y, z are coordinate value of fault point known. 
h is height (h=z+lc/2 when the point relatively moves 
upward, and h=z-lc/2 when the point relatively moves 
downward, lc being fault fall value), a1 is fault dip angle, 
a2 is fault tendency angle . 

There are two treatments in the process of connecting 
FCSIL to form FID. 

(1) As shown in Fig. 3a, p0 is the point of intersection 
of FID and coal stratum boundary. p1 and p2 are the 
points of FCSIL by (1), p3 and p4 are two endpoints of 
coal stratum boundary edge. As shown in Fig.3b, 
boundary edge p3p4 is deleted and edge p1p3 and p2p4 
are connected. As shown in Fig.3c, another unclosed end 
is treated the same way above, and then FID and 
upper/lower boundaries are obtained. 

(2) As shown in Fig.4a, p0 is pinch-out point, p1, p2, 
p3 are three vertices of the triangle where p0 locates. As 
shown in Fig.4b, triangle p1p2p3 is deleted, edges p0p1, 
p0 p2, p0 p3 are connected, and then three new triangles 
are reconstructed. As shown in Fig.4c, triangles in FID are 
deleted, so upper/lower boundaries are determined. 

C. Partial triangulation of the fault 
As shown in Fig.5a, if the fault is a normal fault, the 

partial triangulation is used as an area surrounded by 
upper boundary and UFCSIL and an area surrounded by 
lower boundary and LFCSIL respectively. If the fault is a 
reverse fault, the partial triangulation as is shown in 
Fig.5b, is used for an area surrounded by upper boundary 
and LFCSIL and an area surrounded by lower boundary 
and UFCSIL respectively. 

Let the point-group of UFCSIL, LFCSIL be up(i), 
dn(i), and the point-group of upper boundary and lower 
boundary be bu(i) and bd(i), i=1,2,…, n. n is the number 
of point-group elements. bu() and bd() don’t contain 
pinch-out point and the triangulation algorithm (taking 
normal fault as example) is described as follows: 

Step 1: selecting point i and point i+1 from up(), if i=1, 
making L=1 to find point k beginning from L in bu(), if 
the connection angle of point i, i+1 and k is the biggest 
and the newly generated edges bu(k)up(i), bu(k)up(i+1) 
have no intersection with upper boundary, adding triangle 
up(i)bu(k)up(i+1); if k>L, adding triangle 
bu(j)up(i)bu(j+1), j=L,…,k, if k-L!2, exchanging the 
diagonal for bu(j)up(i)bu(j+1), L= k. 

 
Figure 3.  Intersection of fault and coal stratum boundaries  

 
Figure 4. Reconstruction of triangles with pinch-out point

 
a Normal fault       b Reverse fault 

Figure 5.  Partial triangulation for fault 

(a) (b) (c) 
FID 

FCSCL 

(a) (b) (c) 
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Step 2: repeating step1 until there is no remaining 
point in UFCSIL, if k<n, adding triangle 
bu(j)up(n)bu(j+1), j=k, …, n, if n-k!2, exchanging the 
diagonal for bu(j) up(n) bu(j+1). 

Step 3: beginning from creating triangles by 
connecting points from dn() and bd(), repeating step1 and 
step2, to finish the triangulation for area on the side of 
LFCSIL. 

D. Treatment of fault intersection  
When modeling the fault, the current fault intersects the 

previous fault (see in Fig.6) if FCSCL of the current fault 

intersects FCSIL of the previous fault. At this time, the 
FCSIL intersected the previous fault is treated as the coal 
stratum boundary if there is only one intersecting point, 
the current fault becomes a new fault in which the end on 
the side of intersecting point is not closed. If there are two 
intersecting points, the current fault changes into two new 
faults that must have one end not closed, and then they are 
dealt with separately. If there exist reverse fault in 
intersecting faults, the first fault must be firstly judged no 
matter normal or reverse because there is a overlap in 
reverse fault horizontal projection zone.  

 

 
a Normal-normal intersection b Normal-reverse intersection  c Reverse-reverse intersection 

Figure 6.  Fault intersection 

 

VI. DISPLAYING OF FAULT MODEL AND CONTOUR 
MAPPING 

One fault may intersect with many coal strata, after 
calculating the FCSIL of the fault in each intersecting coal 
stratum, triangulation algorithm is used to suture UFCSIL 
or LFCSIL on two adjacent coal strata of the same fault, 
building multiple TIN, and then the fault body surface is 
connected up and down (without regarding the fault 
thickness). According to the actual situation, a complete 
fault body model will be developed after entering the 
upper and lower end elevation of the fault. 

In this paper, the contours are generated automatically 
by using the method of equivalent point tracking based on 
coal stratum floor TIN, because TIN has concerned the 
terrain factors and stored the topological relationships 
between points, not only the resulted contours have higher 
accuracy which could meet the needs of various analyses 
and mapping, but also there is a high generating 
efficiency. The elevation of contours is marked at the 
intersection of straight lines and contour lines by means of 
line drawing, fault annotations, including the name,
tendency angle, dip angle of the fault, are added manually. 

VII. EXPERIMENT RESULTS 
In the Windows environment, a software system 

GeoMS 3D for fault 3D modeling interactively and 
contour drawing automatically is developed using VC++
and OpenGL based on coal stratum floor TIN. Using this 
software, the boreholes, contours and fault data on 
multiple coal strata are extracted in the surrounding area 
of a fault. The 3D modeling for single fault on multiple 
coal strata is completed at the same time, thus automatic 
drawing for contours of multiple coal strata is realized, 
and the convenience and reliability of the method 
described above is verified. Fig.7a is a comprehensive 
display of coal stratum models, boreholes, ground, 
industrial square and underworkings models. Fig.7b 
shows the fault and coal stratum models that have been 
cut. Fig.8a is the coal stratum floor TIN generated by the 
contours and borehole data. Fig.8b is the coal stratum 
floor contours generated automatically from CD-TIN 
containing faults. Fig.8c shows the cutting line, faults, and 
its annotation. Fig.8d is a two-dimensional profile of 
single fault and multiple coal strata.

 
Figure 7.  3D display for models 

Caol stratum floor TIN 

Normal fault 1 
Normal fault 2 
 

Reverse fault 

Normal fault  
 

Reverse fault 1 

Reverse fault 2 
Caol stratum floor TIN 

�a� �b� 
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Figure 8.  2D display for models 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS 
A 3D interactive fault modeling method based on coal 

stratum floor TIN is presented. The main conclusions are 
as follows. 

(1) The fault point data is added interactively which can 
enrich the data source for fault modeling. 

(2) The method proposed in this paper is applied to 
construct the fault model by adding the artificial 
geological knowledge and it has improved the precision of 
modeling. 

(3) The method proposed in this paper can update the 
coal floor contour quickly and accurately.  
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